
Rear kitchen vs. interior kitchen „Oslo/T3 module kitchen“ in the camper van

As manufacturers of the two kitchen variants, we are often asked which kitchen we recommend. 
 
Our favourite is clearly the rear kitchen. 
We are more than happy to explain the benefits of each variant to you in this article. 
 
The VanEssa rear kitchen: 
 
We are choosing to put the rear kitchen in the vehicle boot, as it is the perfect place for it. 
The majority of campers prefer to travel in summer and when the weather is nice. So most of the time they 
cook outside. 
 
There is plenty of space in the boot of the Bulli for all kitchen items, as well as for all food. 
This means you don‘t need any more boxes to store in the vehicle, which quickly become a disorganised 
place. Disturbing smells, such as those from barbecues, stay outside. 
 
The perfect supplement to the kitchen is our interior module, which offers storage space for your clothes. 
These should definitely always be accessible from the inside and not end up in the boot. 
First thing in the morning, you and your fellow travellers need fresh clothes before you get out, regardless 
of the weather, and now imagine it raining all day and your clothes are in the boot because the space inside 
is being used for the kitchen. 
 
Two tables can also be configured on the modular tower. When the weather is bad, you take the cooker 
and some dishes inside and put them in the cupboard. This way you only have to go to the fridge or the 
sink from time to time. 
Here, however, you are also somewhat protected by the tailgate and are not standing directly in the rain. 
If necessary, the interior module can be configured with a cool box pull-out. In this case, you also have the 
option of storing the cool box in the vehicle. 
 
With this solution, you are still perfectly equipped for bad weather with a rear kitchen.

Advantages:
• more storage space for kitchen utensils and food
• convenient access, as cooking is usually done outside
• more space inside for clothes etc.

Suitable for: Travelling south, day trippers, travelling alone, as a couple and especially for families.
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The VanEssa indoor kitchen „Oslo/T3 module kitchen“:

Now the question remains, for who the indoor kitchen is recommended?

If you are travelling in the north (Scandinavia) or in the winter, an indoor kitchen can be very practical, as 
you are rarely outside.

An indoor kitchen can also be very practical for shorter weekend trips or day trips. 

Here, too, it is important that your clothes are not in the boot, but are accessible from the inside. Depen-
ding on the type of vehicle, we recommend using our storage bags here as additional storage space.

Advantages:
• Cooking in all weather conditions
• complete load-through area (without seats / with single seat)

Disadvantages compared to the rear kitchen:
• Cooking causes unpleasant smells, which can settle in the vehicle.
• possible food splashes inside the vehicle, despite splash board 
• Limited storage space inside for clothes

Suitable for: 
Winter campers, trips to Scandinavia (in the north), sports excursionists, travelling alone or as a couple


